Literary text classification differs from current text classification in other domains in the following aspects: 1) data -literary texts exibit more varieties of language uses because of their long history and creative characteristics ; 2) category labels -literary scholars assign more kinds of text category labels by topics, styles, genres, authors, eras, and many other literary concepts mixing these factors; 3) purposes -literary scholars use classification as example-based search strategy as well as for feature-category correlation analysis.
1 Motivation and problem
Text mining and literary study
The development of information technology and digital libraries is changing the means of scholarly communication and research. With the increased abundance of digital material, making use of the digital collections becomes one vital issue in digital libraries. Future digital libraries should not only support information organization and access, but should also assist knowledge discovery from digital collections [26, 11] .
Over the past decade, text mining techniques have been used for knowledge discovery from text collections in many domains, such as scientific literature, business documents and web pages. Text mining tasks include but are not limited to document classification and clustering, topic detection and tracking, trend analysis, information extraction, concept hierarchy construction, text summarization, and question answering. Researchers have also started to integrate these text mining techniques into digital libraries to provide new information services [46] .
Humanities scholars are one large user group in digital libraries [28] . Also in the past ten years many humanities computing projects (e.g. Perseus, Orlando, VWWP) have digitized terabytes of full-text humanities resources. Recently some scholars who are specialized in humanities computing have started pioneering work on building easy-to-use text mining tools [1, 2] for the humanities domain. For example, the Nora project aims at developing a web-based text mining and visualization tool to explore literary text collections.
Scholars have also used various text mining techniques to solve literary research problems, such as authorship attribution [22] , stylistic analysis [10] , ordering transcript versions [42] , genre analysis [38] , and ontology-based information extraction [3] .
Text classification for literary study
Text classification (also called "predictive text mining") has been one of the most widely used text mining techniques [45] . A classification task consists of two steps. The first step is the training process. A set of documents D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n } are pre-labeled and used as the training examples {(d 1 , l 1 ), (d 2 , l 2 ), . . . , (d n , l n )}.
Each document d i is defined as a feature vector in the feature space F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m }. The second step is the prediction process. Given a set of unlabeled documents, the classifier predicts the label of each document.
Many classification methods (not including neural network and k-nearest neighbor) can also be used for finding a compact feature subset which accounts for most of the discriminative power in the whole feature set [50, 18] . For example, linear classifiers can be represented as a linear function of the features C = f (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m ). The weights of the features in the function correspond to their discriminative power in classification.
Is text classification technique also useful in literary domain? The evidence from literary text mining
practice has demonstrated the potential of text classification in literary study.
Classification and correlation analysis as typical literary research activities
The results of a comparative vocabulary analysis [49] provide evidence of the potential of text classification techniques in literary study. The vocabulary use was compared among three corpora (1) "KDD" -a corpus of data mining literature; (2) "MUSE" -a corpus of critical literature; and (3) "ANC" -American National Corpus. Table 1 lists 18 highly frequent KDD keywords that represent either the major data mining techniques or the kinds of knowledge to be discovered from the raw data. The frequencies of these keywords in the three corpora are compared in the table. "Df-pcnt" means the document frequency is normalized by the total number of documents. "Tf-ppm" means the term frequency is normalized as the proportion per million words. Table 1 shows that 11 most frequent data mining keywords (in KDD) are also common in literary essays (in MUSE) but not common in news articles (in ANC). Figure 1 visualizes their frequency differences in TF-ppm. The 11 keywords stand for models, frameworks, patterns, sequences, associations, hierarchies, classifications, relations, correlations, similarities, and spatial relations. Among the 11 keywords common in both KDD and MUSE corpora, "classification" is the only research activity as represented at the word level that is shared by the two communities. "Association", "correlation", and "similarities" are among the kinds of knowledge that both data mining researchers and the literary scholars want to discover from the raw data.
These comparative vocabulary analysis results show that classification and correlation analysis are also typical research problems in the literary domain.
Typical literary text classification scenarios
Many well-studied literary text mining problems can be modeled as text classification problems. Authorship attribution is a typical example of literary text classification problems [22, 43, 34] . A classification algorithm (e.g. discriminant analysis) learns a classifier from the candidate authors' other works, and then uses the classifier to predict the authorship of the disputed literary works.
Text classification can also be used for example-based search in large digital collections. Sometimes a browsing, a traditional library activity which helps them to discover knowledge through serendipity.
The "find me more like this" task differs from the previous classification task in that the number of training examples is very small, therefore active learning techniques are needed to facilitate effective prediction of relevant documents using a small training set.
In some cases feature-category correlation analysis is the real purpose of a literary text classification problem. In such cases, the literary scholar probably knows the text collection well, and wants to use classification as way to analyze the collection, and possibly generate new hypotheses from the classification and feature analysis results. For example, decision-tree classification and concept-tree clustering methods were used to explore the correlation between the graphic properties and the genres of Shakespeare's plays [38] . Scholars know that "Othello" is a tragedy, but they discovered from the clustering results that "Othello" is more like a comedy in terms of some theatrical structure characteristics. Interestingly, there is critical literature that argues "Othello" has much in common with comedy.
Sometimes prediction and correlation analysis are both purposes of literary text classification. For example in authorship attribution, the scholars need to identify the most discriminative stylistic markers as the internal evidence to validate the authorship attribution. Therefore the above two tasks are often the two sides of a coin, just as Craig [14] concluded that "classification and description can be mutually supportive:
the first confirms the validity of the second, while the second helps to establish the stylistic mechanisms underlying a successful classification."
The scholars may also apply the classifier learned from one text collection to another one as a means of comparative study. For example, scholars may want to use the classifier learned from Dickinson's erotic poems to study the erotic language use in Victorian women writers' works.
In summary, typical use scenarios of text classification for literary study include:
1. prediction (e.g. "is this an erotic poem?") Empirical evaluation is an important approach to acquire knowledge of the fitness of algorithms to real-world data. To date, most text classification evaluation work is conducted experimentally [47, 15, 21] . Analytical evaluation is hard because real world text classification problems are not formalizable [41] .
Actually the category assignment of a document is a subjective judgement. To obtain objective evaluation, classification methods have to assume that the categories are simply symbolic labels and are consistent concepts to the users. [14] . Perceptron was used to classify philosophical text segments to three classes "perception", "knowledge" and "mind" [35] . The design and evaluation of current text classification methods focuses on the prediction accuracy, which causes the problem that the algorithm designer might not even have closely looked at the data [20] .
Few algorithm and result details are presented to the user besides the accuracy numbers. Consequently the off-the-shelf text classification packages (e.g. T2K and SVM-Light) usually look like a black box to the end user.
For many document classification applications, such as spam filtering, the prediction accuracy is the primary concern. As long as the accuracy rate is sufficient, users may not want to know how and why the black box works. But prediction is often not the real purpose of literary text classification. Sometimes the scholars need the internal evidence which will support their "post processing" of the classification results.
Therefore the classification methods should be evaluated by more than prediction accuracy for literary study purpose. The confidence of the predictions, and the algorithms' capability of identifying highly discriminative features should also be considered in empirical evaluations.
The need to re-examine the effects of text preprocessing choices in literary domain
Besides the inference model of a classification method, feature extraction and selection is another factor that affects a classifier's performance. In other words, a successful classification application relies on the right model and the right features.
The simplest and the most widely used feature set for text classification is the word tokens. This unigram "bag-of-words" document representation model does not take into account the word context. Some experiments were conducted to explore if higher-order linguistic features would improve the classification accuracy. The results were not consistent [29, 15, 13, 40] , and the reported improvements were not significant.
Prior to the prevalence of SVM, feature reduction was important to reduce noise, avoid overfitting and reduce computational cost. The empirical comparison results on feature selection methods (e.g. information gain, mutual information) were also mostly obtained from topic spotting tasks. Since SVM scales up well to the large feature space, feature selection becomes less important. Aggressive feature selection might even hurt the text classification performance because few features are irrelevant to the classification [21] . But stop word removal and stemming are still often used as the default document preprocessing steps [48, 17] .
Stop word removal and stemming techniques are used in information retrieval to reduce the number of indexing terms. Due to the close relation between information retrieval and text categorization, sometimes it is taken for granted that these techniques would achieve similar effects in text categorization [13] .
But the usefulness of stop words in text classification is actually task-dependent. The pronoun "my"
was found to be a very useful word feature to identify student homepages [32] . Prepositions were also found to be highly discriminative features in joint venture document classification [39] . Stop words are even the major stylistic markers in genre analysis, stylistic analysis and authorship attribution [4, 19, 6, 7] .
The assumption behind the stemming effectiveness claim is that words with the same stems can be conflated as one feature. But there is no consistent conclusion on the effectiveness of stemming in both information retrieval [20, 12] and text categorization [40, 39, 41] . For example, Riloff [39] reported that singular and plural nouns and different verb forms contribute differently to terrorism document classification.
Therefore it is worth further studying the role of text preprocessing choices, such as stop words and stemming, in literary text classification.
Purpose of this study
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of a few popular text classification algorithms on literary text classification tasks under different data preprocessing choices.
Two classification algorithms, naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), are chosen for the evaluation. This study will evaluate the effectiveness of NB and SVM algorithms in literary text classification problems on both prediction and feature-category correlation analysis sub-tasks. Naive Bayes is a simple but effective classification algorithm [33] . SVM is a more advanced and thus more complicated classification algorithm [21] .
We focus on two data preprocessing choices, stop word removal and stemming.
This study seeks answers to the following questions with empirical evidence: 
Research design
This section will describe the data preparation, experiment design, and experiment environment setting.
The text categorization techniques that will be employed in the experiments will be explained in the next section.
Data preparation
Three binary classification tasks have been collected from Nora -a pioneering literary text mining project:
1) classifying Dickinson's poems as erotic or not-erotic; 2) classifying chapters in early American novels as sentimental or not-sentimental; and 3) fiction/non-fiction classification. The document size scales up from short poems, book chapters, to books; the document collection size also scales up from single author's work to multiple authors' work. Because the three tasks represent different data types and classification purposes, they will be treated as three different case studies. Therefore no cross-task comparison of each algorithm will be pursued.
All the documents are xml files tagged using the TEI-LITE schema. The documents are borrowed from multiple institutions, such as the Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities in University of Virginia, University of Maryland, Indiana University, and University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Library of Congress, Brown University, etc.
Dickinson erotic poem classification
To study the erotic language patterns in Dickinson's poems, the literary scholars at the University of Maryland labeled 269 of Dickinson's poems. 99 poems were labeled as erotic ("hot") and the remaining 170 as non-erotic ("not hot"). The scholars expect to study the relations between the linguistic indicators and the erotic poems through classification. In other words, the scholars seek statistical linguistic evidence to answer
the question "what makes the poems erotic?"
Sentimental chapter classification
The purpose of this task is two fold: (1) to find sentimental text segments in early American fiction; and 
Fiction/Non-fiction classification
This is a genre analysis problem. The classifiers are expected to discriminate fiction books from non-fiction books and explore the characteristics of the fiction genre. The training/test examples are not ready at this moment.
Experiment design
Three Experiment sets are designed to seek answers to the three research questions raised in the last section.
All the experiments will be repeated on the three data sets.
Experiment set 1: NB and SVM comparison
The NB and SVM algorithms will be compared under each of the four data preprocessing conditions: 1) tokenization only; 2) tokenization and stop word removal; 3) tokenization and stemming; 4) tokenization and stop word removal and stemming.
comparing learning curve
Learning curve measures the test accuracy as the function of the training set size. The purpose of this experiment is to examine how many training examples should be needed for the classification task. In this experiment, 10% examples will be reserved as test examples. The algorithms will be run 9 times with increasng number of training examples from 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, to 90% of the whole example set. The turning point where the curve becomes flat shows the minimum number of training examples needed for best performance.
comparing accuracy/coverage curve
Coverage is defined as a proportion of the predictions ranked by the classifier's confidence measure.
For example, after the classifier outputs the ranked prediction results, the 10% coverage will include the top 10% predictions, and the 100% coverage will include all the prediction results.
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the algorithms' confidence in the predictions. This experiment will use 50/50 train/test split. The accuracies will be obtained at coverage 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%. The algorithm with an accuracy/coverage curve closer to the upper-right of the graph is more confident at the same accuracy rate.
comparing accuracy/feature reduction curve
This experiment compares the algorithms by their effectiveness on feature ranking. 50/50 train/test split will still be used in this experiment. The experiment will be repeated using the features ranked as top 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, and 10%. The turning point where the accuracy begins to decline shows the minimum number of features needed, in other words, how many features can be eliminated without reducing the prediction accuracy.
Experiment set 2: the role of function words
Experiment set 1 will have evaluated the effect of removing a widely used stop word set on classification performance. This experiment will focus on examining the role of different stop word categories as classification features.
Denote F as the full feature set, P RN as the pronouns, P REP as the prepositions, DT as the determiners, CON J as the conjunctions, AU X as the auxiliary verbs, RP as the particles, and CD as the numerals. The classification accuracies will be compared using feature set {F }, {F − P RN }, {F − P REP }, {F − DT }, {F − CON J}, {F − AU X}, {F − RP }, and {F − CD}.
Experiment set 3: the effect of plural nouns and verb forms stemming
Experiment set 1 will also have evaluated the effect of full stemming on classification performance. This experiment will focus on examining the effect of a partial stemming -verb and noun form conflation -on classification accuracy. The classification accuracies with and without partial stemming will be compared for both algorithms.
Algorithm implementation
The experiments will use T2K 2 as the text preprocesser, in which the GATE tokenizer and Porter Stemmer have been included.
T2K has implemented the multinomial NB algorithm. This implementation conforms to the algorithm design introduced in Chapter 6 of Mitchell's Machine Learning textbook [33] . The current implementation needs to be revised to support feature ranking and prediction ranking outputs.
The SVM-Light package will be used for the SVM evaluations 3 . The package provides prediction values
Text categorization techniques
This section introduces the details of the techniques employed in the experiments.
External and internal feature ranking approaches in classification
There are two approaches to analyze the feature-category correlation. One approach is to use external feature ranking methods to identify the most informative feature subsets [48, 17] , and then evaluate the ranking effectiveness by the classification accuracies using the selected feature sets. Another approach is internal feature ranking -to use the classifier itself to rank the features, and also evaluate the ranking effectiveness by the new classification accuracy with the selected feature subset [14, 50, 18] .
This study takes the second approach. The multinomial naive Bayes and linear-kernel SVM algorithms will be used for feature ranking. In the future the internal and the external feature ranking methods will also be compared. If the internal ranking methods work no worse than the external methods, we can save the implementation cost by choosing the internal ranking methods.
Multinomial naive Bayes algorithm

Comparison of naive Bayes variations
There are many variations of naive Bayes implementations. The multi-variate Bernoulli model (also called binary independence model) and multinomial model are the two often used models [32, 30] . Both models assume the feature conditional independence and disregard word order.
In Experiment results show that multi-variate Bernoulli model works well on data sets with small vocabulary, but multinomial model works better at large vocabulary sizes. The multinomial model is also more popular in text categorization applications [32, 30] . Therefore the multinomial naive Bayes model is chosen for this study.
The multinomial naive Bayes model
In the training process the algorithm estimates P (w|c k ) for each word w. Denote l(c k ) as the total length of all the documents in class c k , and |V | as the vocabulary size, then
This estimation uses Laplace smoothing (also called "add-one" smoothing) to save a small amount of probability for words that will appear in test documents but not in the training data.
In the classification process, given a new document d = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w j , . . . , . . . , w l ), the class posterior
Document d is classified as c 1 if
P (c2|d) > 1 and c 2 otherwise.
Feature ranking using naive Bayes
The naive Bayes algorithm can provide feature ranking with regard to two classses c 1 , c 2 . Assuming we are especially interested in class c 1 , the word feature's class conditional probability ratio F R w = P (w|c1) P (w|c2) determines each word's contribution to the class posterior probability because the prediction is determined by the following class posterior ratio P R P R = P (c 1 |d) P (c 2 |d)
Because the value range of F R is (0, ∞), the log transformation is used to map the values to (−∞, +∞).
Hence a feature with a positive logF R value is more correlated to c 1 , and a feature with negative logF R value is more correlated to c 2 . The larger the |logF R| value, the more informative the feature is for the classification. Therefore in this study |logF R| will be used as the criterion for naive Bayes feature ranking.
Prediction ranking using naive Bayes
The class posterior ratio P R defined in the above formula can also be used as a confidence measure for the naive Bayes predictions. After the log transformation (same as that in feature ranking), a positive logP R value represents the confidence of assigning the example to c 1 , and a negative PR represents the confidence of assigning the example to c 2 . The larger the |logP R| value, the more confident the classifier is for the prediction. Therefore we use |logP R| as the confidence criterion to rank the naive Bayes prediction results.
Support Vector Machines with linear kernel
SVM is a supervised learning method that tries to maximize the generalization and thus overcome the overfitting problem [44, 9] . Given the training examples (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x l , y l ), SVM tries to maximize the margins of the decision boundary by finding the maximum of the functional
subject to the constraints
The examples on the margins have non-zero α i values; they are called the Support Vectors (SV). The other examples have zero α i values, and considered not contributative to the classifier.
In the above formula K(x i , x j ) is the kernel function. Although SVM can handle non-linear boundaries with the kernel tricks, studies show that linear kernel suits the text categorization problem well, and that polynomial kernel and RBF kernel do not improve the performance significantly [27] . Therefore we stick to the simple linear kernel K(x i , x j ) = x i · x j in this study.
Given a test example x, the linear decision function is
The classification decision is D = sign(f (x)).
Feature ranking using SVM
In SVM, each feature f i has a weight w i which can be understood as the feature's contribution to the discriminative power of the decision function [18, 50] . Positive w i represents the feature's contribution to c 1 and negative w i represents the feature's contribution to c 2 . In this study |w i | will be used as the feature ranking criterion for SVM.
Prediction ranking using SVM
The value of the decision function, SVM's output for each prediction, can be considered as a kind of confidence criterion of the prediction. The larger the absolute value, the farther the point is from the decision boundary, and therefore the classifier is more "sure" of the prediction.
This is a rough mapping between the SVM output and the prediction confidence. Actually a sigmoid model
can be used to transform the SVM output to class posterior [36, 15] .
In this study the prediction ranking will be used only for drawing the accuracy/coverage curve. Direct comparison of the class posteriors between algorithms will not be pursued. Therefore the plain SVM output |f (x)| will be used as the prediction ranking criterion.
Construction of the stop word list
The concepts "stop words", "common words", and "function words" are usually considered as synonyms in information retrieval and text categorization. But "common words" and "function words" are overlapping but not equivalent concepts.
Korfhage defined stop words generally as the ones that will be ignored in information processing [25] .
Sometimes "stopwords" are defined as highly frequent words in a collection, which is equivalent to the concept of "common words" [5, 23] . In this definition, the stop word selection criterion is the word frequency. Because the cutting threshold is an arbitrary decision, the size of a stop word list could range from a few words to a few hundred. This selection criterion is also domain dependent. For example "data" is not a common word in every day English, but it is a highly frequent word in data mining literature. A stop word list generated by frequency count may not be transferrable to other domains.
"Stop words" are sometimes defined as the function words. Function words have an important role in grammar but carry little meaning, and therefore do not contribute much to query-document matching and topic categorization [31] . Most function words are common words and also closed-class words. Hence it is possible to generate a more objective stop word list based on this definition.
This study focuses on seven parts-of-speech categories of functions words: prepositions, determiners, pronouns, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, particles and numerals. These closed-class function words are enumerated to build a set of "stop words". The word list for each category is obtained from [23] . A few words appeared in more than one list. In this study they will be arbitrarily assigned to their first part of speech in the dictionary. For example "before" could be used as preposition, conjunction and adverb, but it will be considered as only a preposition in the stop word experiments.
This study tries to avoid the part-of-speech tagging process because the current taggers are trained on modern English in news and other domains, and it is hard to evaluate the PoS-tagging accuracy for literary text documents, especially for poetry.
Stemmer
This study will use the Porter Stemmer, for which the source code is available online [37] . The Porter
Stemmer cannot stem irregular nouns and verbs. Since this study will specifically explore the effects of plural nouns stemming and inflected verbs stemming, the external look-up tables for irregular nouns and verbs are needed as complemetary to Porter's rule-based stemming 4 .
The Porter stemmer can recognize past tense and present tense verbs by applying the "-ed/-ing" stemming rules. But the stemmer cannot separate plural nouns from third-person singular verbs because it uses the same rule "-s" on both of them. For example, the stemmer chops "sets" to "set" no matter if the context is a verb phrase "sets up" or a noun phrase "feature sets". Consequently the stemming rules by themselves can not separate nouns and verbs. In order to further evaluate the effects of plural nouns stemming and inflected verb stemming separately, this study has to either employ the Brill's transformation-based tagger 5 [8] and manually evaluate the results, or just manually separate the words stemmed using the same rule, depending on the size of the candidate word set.
5 it has been implemented in T2K
A pilot study of naive Bayes for Dickinson erotic poem classification
The experiments as planned in Section 2 have not been conducted. This section describes a pilot study of using naive Bayes for Dickinson poem classification, which was finished prior to the experiment design. The results and findings in this case study stimulated the research plan laid out in this proposal.
Dickinson erotic poem classification is an example of using both classification and correlation analysis in literary study problems. Multi-nomial naive Bayes algorithm was used to study the erotic language used in Dickinson's poems. 269 Dickinson's poems were labeled as either "hot" or "not hot". Each poem was represented as a vector of word token features. Table 2 shows the average precision, recall and F1-measure 2P R P +R for 5 runs of classification using 85% randomly drawn poems as training examples and the rest 15% as testing examples. The average F value for "hot" class is 0.53, and 0.69 for "not hot" class. It is not surprising because the original data set includes only 99 "hot" poems and 270 "not hot" poems. Table 2 : naive Bayes classification on the total set of 269 poems
Classification
In the second experiment the algorithm is run on a balanced data set with 99 "hot" poems and 99 "not hot" poems. Table 3 shows that the average F value increased to 0.75 for "hot" class and 0.76 for "not" Table 3 : naive Bayes classification on balanced set
The classification accuracy is expectedly not very high. If it were, we would have to conclude that the erotic language use Dickinson uses is cliché. But the accuracy is much higher than random guess, therefore the concept of "poem eroticism" can be approximately learned from the labeled poems. Also the following feature analysis is informative for capturing the erotic language characteristics.
Feature ranking
The classifier also ranked the word features by the ratios of their class conditional probabilities in the training set. Table 4 shows parts of the feature ranking list for Dickinson poems. The top five "hot" features are "must", "Thee", "Bud", "Woman" and "joy". The bottom five "not hot" features are "Some", "Whose", "Was", "+" and "Sky". The list of features with large positive ratio values was compared against a manually generated feature list which includes key "indicators" such as body parts, senses, emotions, seeds, music, winged animals, etc., based on the literary scholars' previous research and intuition. Table 5 shows the difference between the two lists.
"hot" words in both lists tasted, faces/face, touching/touches/touch, Lords/lord, Berries, feel, Nights, hand/Hands, Nut, Butterfly, seal, Queen "hot" words in scholar list only Music, tune, warm, cold, Bee/Bees/bee, night/Night, Lightning/lightning, blood, Love/loves, sun/Sun, nuts, berry, Arms, cut, Itself/itself "hot" words in TextNB list only mine, must, Bud, Woman, Vinnie, joy, Thee, write, Eden, luxury, remember, always Table 5 shows that some indicators in the scholar's list are not considered "hot" by the algorithm. The feature ranking list also presents some new "hot" words to the scholars. After looking at the feature ranking list, one literary scholar's first impression was "interesting!", second "I knew it!", and third "surprising!".
Most "new" indicators are actually not new. Scholars have known most of them but it is hard for them to recall all the indicators at the word level when they prepared the list.
But there are still some new findings for them. For example, the scholars found "mine" as a new indicator of Dickinson's erotic language [24] .
The word "mine" as a new indicator identified by D2K is exemplary in this regard. Besides possessiveness, "mine" connotes delving deep, plumbing, penetrating-all things we associate with the erotic at one point or another. And Emily Dickinson was, by her own accounting metaphor, a diver who relished going for the pearls. So "mine" should have already been identified as a "likely hot" word, but has not been, oddly enough, in the extensive critical literature on Dickinson's desires. (Martha Nell Smith, English Department, University of Maryland) Table 6 shows an example of the classification results sorted by the log class posterior probability ratio log(
Prediction ranking
P ("not hot|d) ). The ranking list helps the scholars focus on the wrong predictions the classifier has made with strong confidence, such as "DEAmsEDCSHDh248.1" and "DEAmsEDCSHDh370.1". The scholars reexamined the poems with controversial labels, but stuck to their previous assignments. It demonstrates that the scholars do not accept the classifier's conclusion blindly.
Visualizing feature-category correlation
The relation between a poem's prediction and the "hotness" level of the word features in the poem can be visualized by color coding the poems by the feature and document ranking measures. The middle one is a testing example because some new words are not color highlighted.
The color coding schema in figure 2 assigns a color to each word feature by their log conditional probability ratio R of two classes. Red (F F 0000) represents the "hottest" words with the highest R value R max , yellow (F F F F 00) represents the ideal neutral words with R = 0, and green 00F F 00 stands for the most "not hot" words with the lowest R value R min .
For a word w with positive R value, its color RGB value scales from red (F F 0000) to yellow (F F F F 00).
The decimal value of the amount of green color is computed using the following formula before being converted back to the hex number.
For a word w with negative R value, its color RGB value scales from yellow (F F F F 00) to green(00F F 00). The decimal value of the amount of red color is computed as
The literary scholars appreciate this visualization technique in that it visualizes the relations between the features and the predictions in the algorithm. But the scholars soon demand more freedom in the color coding schema. One scholar suggests using fewer colors to avoid the overwelming information carried in a large palette. The revised red-green-blue (RGB) color coding effects are shown in figure 3 on the same poems as in figure 2 . The visualization metaphor is to use warm colors to represent "hot" words, and cool colors for "cool" words. Therefore red means the "hot", green means "neutral", and blue means "cool" words. In the ranked feature list, the first 1/3 features are colored as red, the second 1/3 as green, and the last 1/3 as blue.
Issues in text preprocessing options
Removing uppercases?
The feature ranking results for the training examples show that many capitalized words rank high. It is surprising that most of them are nouns and not at the beginning of lines. A literary scholar explains this phenomenon as "good old-fashioned emphasis" in that "use of the upper case in Dickinson and other 19th
c. poetry has long puzzled many scholars. The earliest conjectures asserted a connection to German, which of course capitalizes many nouns."
A new hypothesis emerges naturally -are these emphasized nouns more important than other words as indicators of the erotic language? Table 7 Table 7 : naive Bayes classification using emphasis word features in balanced set
Stemming?
Table 8 also shows that "Woman" is a "hot" word but "Women" is not, while "Bees", "Bee" and "bee" are all neutral words. A literary scholar agrees that "Woman" depicts a strong emotional figure, but "Women" is more neutral. The result shows that stemming might not be suitable for poetic analysis. Table 9 shows that many pronouns are highly discriminative features in Dickinson erotic poem classification.
Removing stop words?
The first person pronouns ("I", "mine" and "me") and second person pronouns ("you" and "your") are "hot" indicators, while the male third person pronouns ("him", "his", "himself" and "Himself") are "cool"
indicators. The scholars found "mine" as an interesting indicator, while they paid no attention to other words which rank exactly the same as "mine", for example, "much" also appears 6 times in "hot" poems and twice in "not hot" poems. They look equally important for the algorithm, but absolutely different for the scholars.
An explanation is that the scholars must have been aware what they are looking for. The numbers provide a hint, and the scholars figure out the logic behind it with knowledge external to the data. Another reason is that the scholars look for "new" knowledge. Evidence of confirming prior knowledge is interesting but not surprising, and therefore not valuable for the scholars.
These observations suggest that objective evaluation of text mining tools might not be enough. User evaluation is subjective, but could possibly elicit more ideas of customizing text mining methods for literary study purpose. For example, it could be a research question if there are other feature ranking criteria that facilitate more effective literary knowledge discovery?
What if the algorithm went wrong?
After the literary scholars drew some findings out of the feature ranking list, an unexpected thing happened -a bug was caught in the algorithm implementation code. The ranking was then changed. While some findings still hold, there are some findings affected by this change. For example, the following conclusion is drawn from the old ranking list where "Vinnie" is a strong "hot" indicator. But in the new list "Vinnie" is a fairly neutral word, appearing 5 times in "hot" poems, and 3 times in "not hot" poems.
Actually the bug was caught when the literary scholars ask for adding word frequencies to the output.
If they did not demand such details, the bug might never have been caught.
"Vinnie" (Dickinson's sister Lavinia) was also labeled by the data mining classifier as one of the top five "hot" words. At first, this word appeared to be a mistake, a choice based on proximity to words that are actually erotic. Many of Dickinson's effusive expressions to Susan were penned in her early years (written when a twenty-something) when her letters were long, clearly prose, and full of the daily details of life in the Dickinson household. While extensive writing has been done on the blending of the erotic with the domestic, of the familial with the erotic, and so forth, the determination that "Vinnie" in and of itself was just as erotic as words like "mine" or "write" was illuminating. The result was a reminder of how or why some words are considered erotic: by their relationship to other words. While a scholar may un-self-consciously divide epistolary subjects within the same letter, sometimes within a sentence or two of one another, into completely separate categories, the data mining classifier will not. 
